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The cross-fertilization between numerical linear algebra and
digital signal processing has been very fruitful in the last
decades. In particular, signal processing has been making in-
creasingly sophisticated use of linear algebra on both theo-
retical and algorithmic fronts. The interaction between them
has been growing, leading to many new algorithms. In par-
ticular, numerical linear algebra tools, such as eigenvalue and
singular value decomposition and their higher-extensions,
least squares, total least squares, recursive least squares, reg-
ularization, orthogonality and projections, are the kernels of
powerful and numerically robust algorithms in many signal
processing applications.

This special issue contains contributions written by ex-
perts of signal processing, computer engineering, and nu-
merical analysis, providing an account of the main results in
this interdisciplinary field. Most of the papers are devoted to
applications of numerical linear algebra algorithms for solv-
ing signal processing problems. Nevertheless, few of them
are more theoretically oriented, and describe algorithms for
solving linear algebra problems involving structured matri-
ces and tensors, frequently encountered in a variety of signal
processing applications.

In the paper by H. Reza Bahrami et al., the effect of eigen-
values distribution of spatial correlation matrices on the ca-
pacity of frequency-flat and frequency-selective channels is
first investigated. Then, a practical scheme, known as lin-
ear precoding, is introduced. It can enhance the ergodic ca-
pacity of the channel by changing the eigenstructure of the
channel, applying a linear transformation. The structures of

precoders using eigenvalue decomposition and linear alge-
bra techniques are derived and their similarities from an al-
gebraic point of view are shown.

Numerical methods for finding the maximal symmetric
positive definite solution of the nonlinear matrix equation
X = Q + LX−1LT , where Q is symmetric positive definite
and L is nonsingular, are studied in the article by P. Benner
and H. Faßbender. Such equations arise, for instance, in the
analysis of stationary Gaussian reciprocal processes over a fi-
nite interval. Its unique largest positive definite solution co-
incides with the unique positive definite solution of a related
discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation.

I. Drori, in his paper, presents a method which takes ad-
vantage of the sparsity of the wavelet representation of the
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra and reconstructs
the spectra from partial randommeasurements of its free in-
duction decay. This is done by solving an optimization prob-
lem. In the settings of interest, the underlying solution is
sparse with a few nonzero entries. For large practical systems,
a good approximation of the solution can be obtained by it-
erative thresholding algorithms, running much more rapidly
than general solvers. The applicability of this approach to fast
multidimensional NMR spectroscopy is shown.

The paper by P. Favati et al. deals with image restoration
problems. Among the many regularization methods used for
handling the problem, iterative methods have been shown
to be effective. The authors propose inverse preconditioners
with a band Toeplitz structure for solving linear systems hav-
ing band block Toeplitz structure with band Toeplitz blocks,
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in the case of a blurring function defined by space invariant
and band-limited point spread function.

A survey on the definitions and use of rank-revealing
matrix decompositions in single-channel noise reduction al-
gorithms for speech signals is given in the article by P. C.
Hansen and S. H. Jensen. The proposed algorithms are based
on the rank-reduction paradigm and, in particular, signal
subspace techniques. The focus is on practical working algo-
rithms, using both diagonal (eigenvalue and singular value)
decompositions and rank-revealing triangular decomposi-
tions. In addition, it is shown how the subspace-based algo-
rithms can be analyzed and compared by means of simple
FIR filter interpretations.

In the paper byH. Ji and C. Fermüller, an approach which
utilizes color information in estimating optical flow is pre-
sented. Although color images do not provide more geomet-
ric information than monochromatic images in the estima-
tion of optic flow, they contain additional statistical infor-
mation. By utilizing the technique of instrumental variables,
the authors show how to robustly correct bias from multiple
noise sources without computing the parameters of the noise
distribution.

In the paper by F. Kaltenberger et al., a low-complexity
algorithm for the implementation of a geometry-based chan-
nel model on a hardware channel simulator is presented. The
proposed algorithm takes advantage of the limited numerical
precision of the channel simulator by using a truncated sub-
space representation of the channel transfer function based
on multidimensional discrete prolate spheroidal (DPS) se-
quences. The DPS subspace representation offers two advan-
tages. Firstly, only a small subspace dimension is required to
achieve the numerical accuracy of the hardware channel sim-
ulator. Secondly, the computational complexity of the sub-
space representation is independent of the number of multi-
path components.

The paper by V. Kekatos et al. deals with adaptive equal-
ization of wireless systems operating over time-varying and
frequency-selective multiple-input multiple-output chan-
nels. A novel equalization structure is proposed. The equal-
izer filters, as well as the ordering by which the streams are
extracted, are updated based on the minimization of a set of
least squares cost functions in a BLAST-like fashion. To en-
sure numerically robust performance of the proposed algo-
rithm, Cholesky factorization of the equalizer input autocor-
relation matrix is applied.

In the article by M. Ladisa et al., a reliable and automatic
method is applied to crystallographic data for tissue typing.
The technique is based on canonical correlation analysis, a
statistical method which makes use of the spectral-spatial
information characterizing X-ray diffraction data measured
from bone samples with implanted tissues.

The paper by J. Liang et al., proposes a new cumulant-
based algorithm to jointly estimate four-dimensional source
parameters of multiple near-field narrowband sources.
Firstly, this approach proposes a new cross-array, and con-
structs five high-dimensional Toeplitz matrices using the
fourth-order cumulants of some properly chosen sensor out-
puts; secondly, it forms a parallel factor model in the cumu-
lant domain using these matrices, and analyzes the unique

low-rank decomposition of this model; thirdly, it jointly esti-
mates the frequency, two-dimensional directions-of-arrival,
and range of each near-field source from the matrices via the
low-rank three-way array decomposition.

In the article by Z. Nikolić et al., the transformation of se-
lected linear algebra algorithms from floating point to fixed
point arithmetic is analyzed. Moreover, real-time require-
ments and performance between the fixed point digital signal
processors (DSPs) and floating point DSP algorithm imple-
mentations are compared. Its also introduced an advanced
code optimization and an implementation by DSP-specific,
fixed point C code generation.

The paper by H. Semira et al. proposes a new algorithm
for the direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation of P radiat-
ing sources. Unlike the classical subspace-based methods, the
proposed algorithm involves the building of the signal sub-
space from the residual vectors of the conjugate gradient
(CG) method. This approach is based on the same recently
developed procedure which uses a noneigenvector basis de-
rived from the auxiliary vectors (AVs). The AV basis calcula-
tion algorithm is replaced by the residual vectors of the CG
algorithm. Then, successive orthogonal gradient vectors are
derived to form a basis of the signal subspace.

In the paper by M. T. Signes Pont et al., a method to
improve the calculation of functions which demand a great
amount of computing resources is presented. The method is
based on the choice of a weighted primitive which enables the
calculation of function values under the scope of a recursive
operation. When tackling the design level, the method turns
out to be suitable for developing a processor which achieves a
satisfying tradeoff between time delay, area costs, and stabil-
ity. The method is particularly suitable for the mathematical
transforms used in signal processing applications.

In the article by J. Yang et al., a robust adaptive algorithm
for generalized eigendecomposition problems that arise in
modern signal processing applications is proposed. To that
extent, the generalized eigendecomposition problem is rein-
terpreted as an unconstrained nonlinear optimization prob-
lem. Starting from the proposed cost function and making
use of an approximation of the Hessian matrix, a robust
modified Newton algorithm is derived. A rigorous analysis
of its convergence properties is presented by using stochastic
approximation theory.

The paper by X. Zhang and D. Xu, links the polarization-
sensitive-array signal detection problem to the parallel factor
(PARAFAC) model, an analysis tool rooted in psychomet-
rics and chemometrics. Exploiting this link, it derives a de-
terministic PARAFAC signal detection algorithm. The pro-
posed PARAFAC signal detection algorithm fully utilizes the
polarization, spatial and temporal diversities, and supports
small sample sizes. The PARAFAC algorithm does not require
direction-of-arrival information and polarization informa-
tion, so it has blind and robust characteristics.
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